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WHAT WE ARE NOW FACING 

A CONSTANT CADENCE OF INFECTIONS 
AND DEATHS.

A PERSISTENT, NATIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH 
EMERGENCY.

AND: A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
AIRBORNE POWER OF THE VIRUS.
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THE COVID-19 RISK INDEX 
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AEROSOL VIRICIDE
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Liquid is converted into aerosol dispersion by 
aerosolization fixture. 

• Active ingredient in the vapor condenses on virus particles, 
reaching a lethal germicidal level. The active ingredient in 
the droplets then permeate into the virus, disrupting the 
protein and membrane structure of the virus with its 
amphiphilic properties.

• Test data exists that confirm successful HVAC application 
and air flow effects on product dispersion   

• Has been modeled for air flows in trains, buses, 
commercial space through HVAC

• Modelled for use with portable applicator systems to treat 
large and small spaces 

• Uses high precision sensors in treatment area to ensure 
efficacy and safety
• Inactivates at least 99% of virus particles in the air in 1-3 

minutes. This has been proven in 3rd party testing by a 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and FDA 
recognized lab.

• Compensation analysis conducted to compensate for air 
exchanges to maintain product concentration

• Can ensure complete area coverage

• Intrinsik (Intertek) conducted a Toxicity RIsk Assessment 
review in May 2020 and concluded:

• Meets requirements for classification as not toxic 
(acute/chronic), corrosive, a skin/eye irritant, or a strong 
sensitizer as defined in 16 CFR 1500.3, when used as 
intended or under circumstances involving reasonable, 
foreseeable misuse.

• Active Ingredients not included in list of banned hazardous 
substances cited in 16 CFR 1500.17.

• Hundreds of millions of people have been exposed to a 
product with properties identical to Grignard Pure over the 
past 20 years with no health concern ever reported. 

• Studies by the National Institute of Occupational Safety 
and Health (NIOSH) and assessment by the EPA indicates 
ingredients are safe with no endpoints. No OSHA, NIOSH 
or ACGIH safety limits Exposure Criteria.

• product is safe for use as directed, exposed to a population 
for extended periods of time.

• One of only a very few available products that inactivates 
an airborne virus like the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

• Improves the performance of HVAC filters at lower Merv 
ratings7
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AEROSOL VIRICIDE
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

● Unlike mechanical devices, the product requires EPA registration for which an emergency application is 
pending

● Without sensors, product must be utilized at a light visible level and recorded manually
● To be applied through an HVAC system, product engineering is required
● Lot # for product must be recorded into monitoring equipment for complete product stewardship
● Additional testing is required to determine if the product may be utilized to reduce or eliminate social 

distancing with or without face coverings. Testing is set to begin in October with consensus of appropriate 
parties

8
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THE EPA REQUIRES COMPANIES TO SUBMIT EXTENSIVE DATA TO DEMONSTRATE THAT 
PESTICIDE PRODUCTS LIKE GRIGNARD PURE WILL BE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE, AND THE EPA 
CLOSELY EXAMINES AND APPROVES ALL CLAIMS THAT THE COMPANIES CAN MAKE.

IN CONTRAST, THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS IN THIS SECTION (THROUGH PAGE 31) ARE 
CONSIDERED “DEVICES” FOR REGULATORY PURPOSES AND TREATED DIFFERENTLY FROM 
PESTICIDES. THESE DEVICES ARE NOT EXAMINED BY THE EPA: THEREFORE, THERE IS NO 
INDEPENDENT, GOVERNMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF THEIR EFFICACY AND SAFETY.

ACCORDING TO THE EPA: “IF A MANUFACTURER IS MAKING CLAIMS ABOUT A DEVICE, THEY 
SHOULD HAVE SCIENTIFIC DATA TO SUPPORT THE CLAIM.”

9
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BI-POLAR IONIZATION PROCESS
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

● Uses electronics, glass, and metal 
ion-generating tubes to create reactive oxygen 
species (ROS), including hydroxyl ions, 
superoxide, and in some cases ozone.

● Increases the levels of positive and negative 
ions in indoor spaces and raise them up to levels 
that are found in high elevation environments.

● Oppositely charged ions attract to other particles 
and become bigger and heavier, by a process 
called “agglomeration”. 

● Bi-polar ions supposedly interact with 
micro-organisms such as bacteria. 

● A typical Residential in-duct system that can 
treat up to 2,000 cfm of air flow and consumes 5 
W of power. Bi-polar tubes inserted into the 
supply airflow claim not to restrict the air flow.

● Commercially, units are installed into the main 
supply or discharge duct. Maintenance is 
required once a year to replace worn bi-polar 
tubes. 

● Effective against bacteria, viruses, and mold fungi1
● Neutralizes particulates & breaks down VOCs 

(Volatile Organic Compounds.)1

● Produces no chemical or harmful by-products 
(including no ozone production.)1

● Meets Indoor Air Quality Procedure (IAQP) list of 
requirements.1

● Replacement of the bi-polar ion tube every year.1

10
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BI-POLAR IONIZATION PROCESS
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

● Ability of Bi-Polar Ionization filtration to ensure acceptable IAQ is questionable. IAQP considers minimal list of 
contaminants, provides no clear guidelines.3

● As air molecules are ionized, positive ions impact cathode surface and typically force an electron to be 
released, degrading system performance over time and requiring 2 year maintenance.4

● Creates dangerous secondary intermediates: ozone, acetone, and aldehydes including formaldehyde. Due to 
the degraded IAQ, does not meet requirements in the Exception in Mechanical Code Section 4.03.2, cannot 
be used in schools in New York State.2

● Touching the Bi-Polar Ionization tube while it is active will result in injury.5

● Humidity in the air is known to reduce bipolar ionization output by as much as 20%.6

● No EPA protocol to validate safety, efficacy claims.
● Requires 30 minutes to reach a log 3 reduction of Coronavirus.7 Results are questionable: there is no mention 

if the natural die off rate was considered or size of unit utilized in the laboratory test chamber was appropriate
● There are no means to monitor ion concentration and effectiveness in real world scenarios for entire spaces 

with air exchanges. 
● Does not treat the air that does not pass through the HVAC.

11
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BI-POLAR IONIZATION/PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

● Bi-polar ionization: electronics, glass, and metal 
ion-generating tubes create reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) from oxygen & water vapor (ROS: 
hydroxyl ions, superoxide, occasionally ozone.)

● PCO utilizes UV light and catalyst to create ROS 
out of water vapor in the air.

● Co. claim: bipolar ionization created solely by PCO 
cell. Claim that no other technology offers this.

● Device draws air in through a filter, treats air inside 
device and produces ions. Claim: decontamination 
of air and surfaces throughout the room.

● Oppositely charged ions attract to other particles 
become bigger and heavier, via “agglomeration.”

● Bi-polar ions interact with micro- organisms (i.e. 
bacteria.) This strips a hydrogen molecule from 
pathogen, affecting reproductive ability and ability 
to infect, reducing transmission of airborne 
illnesses.

● •Effective against bacteria, viruses, and mold 
fungi63

● •Gets rid of odors and reduces VOCs (Volatile 
Organic Compounds)63

● •Offer HVAC install as well as portable units63

● •Decontamination occurs within the device as 
well as throughout the room. 63

● •Makes misleading claims to be “qualified 
under the rigorous standards of these 
organizations amongst others in the U.S.A. 
and globally:” 64

● •CDC (Center for Disease Control)
● •EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
● •OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health 

Organization)
● •FDA (Food and Drug Administration)

12
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BI-POLAR IONIZATION/PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

● Bi-polar ionization creates dangerous secondary intermediates such as ozone, acetone, and aldehydes 
including formaldehyde. Due to the degraded IAQ, this technology did not meet requirements in the 
Exception in Mechanical Code Section 4.03.2 and cannot be used in schools in New York State.2

● Humidity in the air is known to reduce bipolar ionization output by as much as 20%.6

● Make misleading claim that they use “air and surface purification solutions which are registered with the 
Environmental Protection Agency”. 63 Yet, there is no EPA protocol to validate their claims of safety and 
efficacy for airborne disinfectant.

● Requires 4 hours to reach 98% reduction (< 2 log reduction) of SARS-CoV-2.64 In comparison, Grignard 
Pure reaches > 99.9% reduction (log 3 reduction) of MS2 bacteriophage, a stronger virus than 
SARS-CoV-2, in under 10 minutes.

● Only tested for SARS-CoV-2 on surface, not in air but still claims it works in the air63

● Their devices all have the same disclaimer: “Does not meet California requirements; cannot be shipped to 
California” 62 This statement is concerning because bipolar ionization is known to give off deadly 
byproducts. Is there something dangerous about their product they are hiding? (all portable indoor air 
cleaning devices sold in California must be certified by the California Air Resources Board (CARB). To be 
certified, air cleaners must be tested for electrical safety and ozone emissions, and meet an ozone 
emission concentration limit of 0.050 parts per million)6

13
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PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Photocatalysis is defined as the acceleration of a 
photoreaction in the presence of a catalyst.

• Genesis Air uses Titanium dioxide catalyst particles 
adhered to a surface.

• PCO uses broad-spectrum UV light in combination with 
the catalyst to ionize water vapor and oxygen in the air 
to create reactive oxygen species (ROS), hydroxyl 
radicals and superoxide ions, that allegedly inactivate 
VOCs and microorganisms absorbed on the catalyst's 
surface.

• This technology only reduces microbes which pass 
through the device and stick to the catalytic surface. 
Does not reduce microbes in the open air.

• This operation is contained within the Genesis Air panel 
which is inserted into the HVAC systems.

• Can be installed into HVAC air-handling unit 
(AHU) after the evaporator coil. This unit may be 
used in conjunction with a filter grill on the return 
or on the supply duct.10

• Eliminates 99.99% of MRSA bacteria.10

• No Research has been conducted on efficacy 
against SARS viruses.12

• Oxidizers created are always contained inside the 
cleaner or air purifier.10

• Contaminant removal is on a per pass basis.9

14
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PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

● Creates short-lived hydroxyl ions that don't last long enough to decontaminate your living space. 9 A half life 
of 1/10 of a second.12

● “Friendly oxidizers” claims misleading:  compounds highly reactive, cause cell damage via exposure, 
leading to cancer, accelerated ageing, disrupted enzyme function.13

● Efficacy to eliminate VOCs varied between 20% and 80% in previous studies.8

● PCO devices show net production of dangerous byproducts: formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, formic acid and 
acetic acid. Outlet concentrations of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde were 3.4 and 4.6 times higher than 
their inlet concentrations.8

● Many PCO Systems improperly illuminated by UV-C, greatly reducing the efficacy.12

● Weak catalysts create incomplete oxidation.8

● A net production of Mean inactivation efficiency for common viruses/influenza and M2S virus was only 
43.6% after 15 minutes with a standard deviation of 4.78,12 

● No EPA protocol to validate safety and efficacy.

15
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PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Oxygen and water molecules in the air enter the 
purification unit and pass through a honeycomb 
matrix. 

• Inside the matrix, the molecules are transformed into 
oxidizers by a proprietary blend of reactive metals 
added to the original titanium dioxide coating.

• When exposed to ultraviolet light, these metals mix 
with the surrounding air and humidity to produce 
charged clusters of hydrogen and oxygen such as 
hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyls, and superoxide ions.

• The oxidizers are released back into the air and the 
supercharged molecules destroy contaminants such 
as fungi and odor-causing bacteria.

• Effective against bacteria, viruses, and fungal 
molds. 14

• Eliminates odors and dust.15

• Log 5 reduction of MS2 bacteriophage in 30 
minutes (did not state if the natural die off rate of 
the virus was considered, this testing may be 
flawed.)14

• Comes as portable device or HVAC installation.14

• Certified Space Technology by the Space 
Foundation.15 

• FDA clearance as Class II Medical Device.14

16
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PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Government exposure limit on hydrogen peroxide is 1.0 ppm.18,

• “Friendly oxidizers” claims highly misleading. Compounds highly reactive, causing cell damage via exposure, 
causing cancer, accelerated ageing, disrupted enzyme function, etc.13

• Concentrations of hydrogen peroxide necessary to be effectively sporicidal is 7% solution, with exposure of 6 
hours.18 Aerosol cluster of hydrogen peroxide at this level is potentially hazardous to human health. 

• Chemistry knowledge of O2•–superoxide scarce.16

• Superoxide reacts with carbonyl compounds and halogenated carbons to create toxic peroxy radicals. 
Superoxide is main cause of oxidative stress.17

• No EPA protocol to validate claims of safety and efficacy.
• Log reduction of MS2 claims may not have considered natural die off rate of virus.14 

• Level of hydrogen peroxide is not controlled by sensor or other means, hence it is possible to determine level of 
efficacy or health safety throughout an indoor space.

•  Difficult to ascertain airflow and coverage of an indoor location for hydrogen peroxide particles.

17
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PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Converts H2O and O2 in the air into Hydroxyl 
Radicals (OH-), Oxygen ions (O2-) and Hydrogen 
Peroxide (H2O2). 

• The catalyst is generally a metal oxide 
semiconductor, usually titania, with an appropriate 
band gap energy that allows adsorption of an 
ultraviolet photon to generate electron hole pairs 
which initiate the chemical change.

• A photocatalytic air purifier uses a catalyst, a 
substrate to support the catalyst in the air flow, and 
a light source.

• Device is placed in a flowing airstream provided by 
an existing ventilation system; the design must also 
consider the allowable pressure drop. (A high 
in-duct pressure drop will require more power from 
the device to output ions into the duct. Otherwise, 
device will be ineffective.)

• Reduces average bacterial and fungal 
micro-burdens by up to 80% while reducing MRSA 
bacteria on surfaces by 90% in 6 hours and 99.9% 
in 24 hours.21

• Eliminates microorganisms on surfaces.20

• No need to interrupt workflow or vacate rooms.20

• No operator or maintenance required.20

18
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PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION (PCO)
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Depending on pollutant, Photocatalytic reaction can generate harmful byproducts, such as ozone, 
formaldehyde, nitrogen dioxide, and carbon monoxide.17 One study showed that outlet concentrations of 
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde were 3.4 and 4.6 times higher than their inlet concentrations.8

• “Friendly oxidizers” claims misleading:  compounds highly reactive, cause cell damage via exposure, leading 
to cancer, accelerated ageing, disrupted enzyme function.13

• Devices did not effectively remove volatile organic compounds typical in indoor air.19

• HVAC Installation requires 3.5” drill hole in ductwork, and possibly electrician.21

• If using a fan, cost is added to initial and maintenance costs. Using filter to protect lamps and or catalyst: filter 
replacement cost added to maintenance cost (high efficiency filter drop strains air flow, requires more power.)21

• No anti-viral efficacy data on CASPR website.
• Sensors are not utilized to regulate hydrogen peroxide levels for efficacy and health safety. Visual observation. 

is not possible for determination of concentration in the air.
• There is no way to know if the technology is working as intended

• Not regulated by EPA.

19
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PHOTOHYDROIONIZATION (PHI)
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Photohydroionization (PHI) is an oxidation 
technology which claims to minimize indoor air 
pollutants, VOCs, and odors.

• Utilizes broad-spectrum, high intensity UV light 
targeted on a hydrated quad-metallic catalyst 
surface. 

• The target surface is covered with a proprietary 
quad-metallic and hydrophilic coating. 

• The UV light reacts with oxygen and humidity to 
produce an oxidation plasma consisting of 
hydro-peroxides, superoxide ions and hydroxide 
ions.

• These oxidizers will revert to oxygen and hydrogen 
once they encounter and eliminated the pollutant. 

• As oxidants, they do this by either destroying the 
microbe through a process known as cell lysing or 
by changing its molecular structure and rendering it 
harmless.

• Creates hydroperoxides from moisture in the air 
within an HVAC system, almost like misting the duct 
air with a weak hydrogen peroxide solution.

• Claim that low dose Hydroperoxide gas at levels of 
0.01 ppm are now recognized by the EPA as an 
effective infection control and microbial treatment 
technology.23

• Technology lowers ambient ozone levels.23

• Uses about 12 watts of electricity.23

• Effective at 0.02 ppm against mold, viruses, and 
bacteria.23

• 0.02 ppm hydroperoxides destroys 99% of the 
microbes of a sneeze, in 3 ft2, in a simulated 
sneeze lab test in a 250ft2 bio test chamber. An 
independent PE double blind study by Kansas State 
University.24

20
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PHOTOHYDROIONIZATION (PHI)
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• No EPA mention found to support claim that low dose Hydroperoxide gas at levels of 0.01 ppm are recognized 
as effective microbial treatment.

• “Friendly oxidizers” misleading. Compounds highly reactive, cause cell damage, leading to cancer, accelerated 
ageing, disrupted enzyme function, etc.13

• Concentrations necessary to be effectively sporicidal are potentially hazardous to human health18

• Requires 6 hrs for 99% inactivation of H1N1, 2 hrs for 99% inactivation of MRSA & Avian Influenza & 1 hr for 
99% inactivation of Noro Virus.24 

• Sneeze test done at 0.02 ppm. Levels of hydroperoxides commonly found outdoors are 0.01-0.03 ppm.22,23 This 
is equivalent to saying being outdoors will reduce microbes in a sneeze by 99% within 3ft. These results seem 
questionable. Would opening a window be just as effective as this technology in microbe inactivation?

• No EPA protocol to validate claims of safety and efficacy.
• No sensor technology to regulate the level of hydrogen peroxide to ensure efficacy and Health Safety.
• No means to have visual observation to know product is working
• No means to insure coverage area for the intended use taking into consideration airflows from HVAC

21
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DRY HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Converts H2O and O2 in the air into dry Hydrogen 
Peroxide (H2O2), a hydrogen peroxide gas.

• The oxygen and humidity pass through a sail and 
are broken apart by a photocatalytic reaction into 
hydrogen peroxide in its gas phase.

• The sail is composed of a plastic frame with a 
polyester fiber mesh that is coated with the patented 
catalyst.

• The Blade device installs in-line with the HVAC 
system of a building. 

• The Sentry device is the portable or mountable 
option.

• Non-corrosive.24

• Produces hydrogen peroxide gas in the range of 5 to 
25 ppb.24

• Eliminates odors.24

• Claims to be effective against viruses, bacteria, 
mold.24

• Kills insects such as bed bugs, cockroaches, fruit 
flies, and fleas.24

22
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DRY HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• According to client case studies, this technology required 60 days to reach an 88% reduction of microbes in a 
cardiology lab.25 This is less than 1 log reduction.

• These devices require a maintenance plan. Sail changes are required on all devices on a quarterly basis. Also, 
the Sentry device needs pre-filter changes in addition to Sail changes.24

• Only have one size for HVAC device and one size for our standalone devices. Adapters are required to orient 
the devices to accommodate different environments.24

• The government exposure limit on hydrogen peroxide is 1.0 ppm (very low use level). It is also labeled as a 
mutagen.18,

• The concentrations necessary to be effectively sporicidal are potentially hazardous to human health18

• Needs to be adjusted to account for humidity, not as efficient outside the range of 20-80% humidity24

• No EPA protocol to validate claims of safety and efficacy.
• There is not a control mechanism to ensure the adequate level of hydrogen peroxide for efficacy and health 

safety.
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PLASMA CLUSTERING TECHNOLOGY
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Through plasma discharge, in which voltage is 
applied to the discharge electrode, positive 
hydrogen ions (H⁺) and negative oxygen ions (O₂⁻) 
are generated from the water and oxygen in the air.

• The ions supposedly bond on the surface of 
airborne microorganisms in the air and change into 
hydroxyl (OH) radicals.

•  The OH radicals extract hydrogen (H) from the 
protein on the surface of microorganism, 
decomposing the protein and suppressing activity. 

• The surface of many bacteria and allergens consists 
mainly of protein. In theory, removing the hydrogen 
atom (H) from this structure would inactivate the 
undesirable substance. 

• OH radical bonds with the removed hydrogen atom 
(H) to immediately form water (H₂O), which is 
returned to the air.

• Purify air, moisturizes facial skin, and reduce static 
electricity.26

• Most plasma clustering units are portable and for 
small spaces.26

• No harmful byproducts.26

• Eliminates odors.26

• Claims to “Suppress the effects of airborne viruses” 
and “reduces mold and bacteria.”26

24
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PLASMA CLUSTERING TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Required 40 minutes to inactivate 99.7% of feline corona virus. However, this result is questionable because it 
did not mention natural die off rate of the virus.27

• Effectiveness will vary depending on the usage environment (temperature, humidity, room size and shape, 
absence/presence of air conditioner and ventilation system, installation location, etc.)27

• Claims made about “friendly oxidizers” are highly misleading to the public. These compounds are highly 
reactive and can easily cause cell damage in inhabitants exposed to them, leading to cancer, accelerated 
ageing, disrupted enzyme function, affect membrane permeability etc.13

• Viral effects take as long as 9 to 18 minutes in an airtight test space of 25 m³. In reality, indoor air will have a lot 
of air exchange and replacement of the viral loading.27

• Bacterial effects take as long as 14 to 51 minutes in an airtight test space of 25 m³ 27

• Only feasible in small spaces, could not handle large environments e.g., office buildings & stadiums26

• No EPA protocol to validate claims of safety and efficacy.
• No controls to regulate product concentration in the air and to insure complete coverage.

25
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PLASMA CLUSTERING TECHNOLOGY
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Proprietary technology that produces a non-thermal 
plasma, using ambient air. 

• Plasma is produced from converting the oxygen 
molecules from the air into reactive oxygen species 
(ROS).

• airPHX claims that carbon-based compounds, 
including mold and bacteria on surfaces and in the 
air, are oxidized and inactivated at the cellular level.

• Primary Systems will provide validation services to 
confirm effectiveness after the solution is 
implemented to support in reduction of risk, 
litigation cost and exposure, and reputational risk. 

• Non-corrosive.

• Continuous operation. 

• Tested effective against a large number of 
pathogens.

• Effective on surfaces & air.

• Inexpensive operating costs.

• Removes VOC’s, odors, and smoke.

• Treats 100,000-150,000 cubic feet of air and 
surfaces.

26
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PLASMA CLUSTERING TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) or free radicals are involved in a whole host of health problems from cancer 
to heart disease.13

• Free radicals (like the Hydroxyl Radical) are very reactive. It is this reactivity which enables them to participate 
in unwanted side reactions resulting in cell damage. Many forms of cancer are thought to be the result of 
reactions between free radicals and DNA, resulting in mutations that can adversely affect the cell cycle and 
potentially lead to malignancy.13

• Deployment of airPHX in U.S. hospitals reaches only 95% reduction in airborne and surfaces organisms.28 

• No data available on efficacy against SARS or Coronavirus.28 

• No EPA protocol to validate claims of safety and efficacy.

• No controls (visual or sensor) to ensure product efficacy and safe use. Do not know if product is working. 

• Limited to air circulation through the HVAC system.

27
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ULTRAVIOLET GERMICIDAL IRRADIATION
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• UVGI is a disinfection method that uses 
short-wavelength ultraviolet (ultraviolet C or UV-C) 
light to kill or inactivate microorganisms by 
destroying nucleic acids and disrupting their DNA.

• UVGI is used in applications such as food, air, 
and water purification.

• UV-C light is weak at the Earth's surface since 
the ozone layer of the atmosphere blocks it. 

• UVGI devices can produce strong enough UV-C light 
in circulating air or water systems to make them 
inhospitable environments to living organisms 
including microorganisms such as bacteria and mold. 

• UVGI needs to be coupled with a filtration system to 
effectively sanitize air and water.

• Inactivates microbial organisms such as bacteria 
and viruses, including MERS, SARS, Influenza and 
COVID-19, by altering the structure and molecular 
bonds of their DNA.31

• Destroys the organism’s ability to reproduce and 
colonize, thus leaving no offspring and rapidly 
diminishing the population of microorganisms.29

• Disinfects immediate area or equipment directly 
exposed to UVC emitters.29

28
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ULTRAVIOLET GERMICIDAL IRRADIATION
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Some bacteria and mold spores are resistant to UV radiation: Photoreactivation.18

• Due to wide variety of viruses (structure, size, envelopes) their sensitivity to UV radiation is quite different and 
not quite predictable.32

• UV light must be powerful enough and the exposure must last long: minutes to hours rather than a few 
seconds.18

• UVC can irritate skin and eyes, which is why the light is usually restricted to above people’s heads.32

• The placement of fixtures and fans would need to be optimized for specific spaces, and the effectiveness has 
yet to be demonstrated in big public areas.30

• Requires line-of-sight exposure. Virus must come in direct contact with UV radiation. Pockets of air often do not 
reach the path of the ultraviolet rays. Dusty or crowded environments will reduce efficiency.30

• Can become a liability if humans are exposed to UV accidentally or unintentionally. Using UV light in hospital. 
isolation rooms has caused at least one epidemic of UV-induced skin erythema and keratoconjunctivitis in 
hospital patients and visitors18
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PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION (PECO)
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• PECO is a new air purification technology 
developed to reduce circulating indoor allergens. 

• Photoelectrochemical oxidation. Consists of a 
paper pre- ‐filter, black light lamps, and a 
catalytic filter coated with a photocatalyst. 

• In addition to physical filtration, a 
photoelectrochemical reaction takes place on the 
surface of a nano-coated filter supposedly leading 
to the oxidation of organic matter.

• PECO claims to removes particles as small as 0.1 
nm and removes volatile organic compounds.

• PECO removes and destroys organic matter, such 
as bacteria, viruses, and mold.

• Installs in the duct of the HVAC system. 
Complies with the applicable UL standards for 
an air duct mounted device.34

• Medical ultraviolet air purifier traps 
microorganisms on filter,  where they are 
supposedly destroyed by UV-A rays catalyzed 
generation of free radicals.33

• Demonstrated to destroy Staphylococcus 
epidermidis, Escherichia coli, MS2, Phi- ‐X174, 
Aspergillus Niger and Bacillus globigii.33

• These processes allow for the destruction of 
organic material that is smaller than what a HEPA 
filter can capture.34 
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PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION (PECO)
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Some bacteria and mold spores are resistant to UV radiation.18

• UV light must be powerful enough and the exposure must last long enough—minutes to hours rather than the 
few seconds.18

• Required 24 hours to reach a log 4.25 reduction (>99.99%) of MS2 bacteriophage and a log 4.37 reduction of 
Phi- ‐X174 bacteriophage at 72ᵒC entrained on the surface of the PECO filter. Study did not mention 
accounting for natural die off rate of the microbes.33

• Molekule Air, the largest unit, only works in rooms up to 600ft.2 35

• No EPA protocol to justify claims of safety and efficacy.

• Only works when the air passes through the device in the HVAC.
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HIGH EFFICIENCY PARTICULATE AIR (HEPA) FILTERS
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• A HEPA filter must stop 99.97 percent of all 
particles that are 0.3 micrometers in diameter.

• HEPA Filters are a mat of randomly arranged 
fibers. The fibers are typically fiberglass and 
possess diameters between 0.5 and 2.0 
micrometers. 

• The fibrous material usually folded into pleats to 
increase the surface area and filter life. 

• Air flows through the fibers and large enough 
particles get trapped when they hit the fibers. 

• HEPA filters remove particulate matter like pet 
dander, pollen, and dust mites. 

• Interception and inertial impaction catch the large 
size particles larger than 0.4 microns.36

• Diffusion through the filter can catch some 
particles less than 0.1 microns.37

• HEPA air filters often improve performance over 
time.  As filters become dirty, they removed a 
higher percentage of particles.36
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HIGH EFFICIENCY PARTICULATE AIR (HEPA) FILTERS
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• HEPA filters are unable to remove VOC’s as they are far smaller in size than what can be trapped.36

• HEPA Filters alone can only trap some of the virus particles which move through the filter but does not 
deactivate airborne viruses.37

• Bacteria can be trapped by a HEPA filter; however, bacteria can release endotoxins into the air stream when 
dying on the air filter surface. Studies demonstrate endotoxins cause inflammatory and atopic responses in 
non-asthmatic and asthmatic participants.38

• Mold spores are captured and stay alive on the filter surface. Mold spores can potentially grow on and through 
the filter membrane and eventually release new spores into the air.36

• Retrofitting old technology with HEPA filters results in performance degradation and more required 
maintenance.36
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SANITIZING PRODUCTS
THE EPA HAS AN APPROVED TEST GUIDELINE FOR EVALUATING THE 
EFFICACY OF AIR SANITIZERS AGAINST AIRBORNE ODOR-CAUSING 
BACTERIA, BUT NOT A GUIDELINE FOR TESTING EFFICACY AGAINST 

AIRBORNE VIRUSES
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SANITIZING FOG
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Ultra-low volume Micro-Mist® 
technology generators apply Vital Oxide® 
disinfectants to enclosed environments.

• Micro-droplet disinfectant dispersion application.
• Zimek's Z-vac® Micro-Particle Evacuator (Z-vac®) 

functions in conjunction with Zimek's Micro-Mist® 
Generator to permit reoccupation of a space. The 
Z-vac® removes airborne contaminants and 
Micro-Mist® droplets contained within the treated 
space.

• EPA-registered disinfectant technology with a class 
4 toxicity rating: mild eye irritation lasting 24hrs, 
skin irritation after 72 hour exposure, and inhalation 
effects at 2.0 mg/L.

• Effective against bacteria, viruses, and fungi.

• Zimek's Micro-Mist® Generators automatically. 
apply disinfectants to entire rooms, vehicles, and 
other enclosed environments by utilizing Zimek’s 
Micro-Mist® technology.39

• A highly effective micro-droplet disinfectant 
dispersion application.39

• reaches surfaces exposed to free airflow when 
applying disinfectants and sanitizers.39

• EPA approved label on January 28, 2014.39
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SANITIZING FOG
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Reports of side effects skin and eye irritation, asthma, headaches and ulcers.41

• No longer used to disinfect ambulances after unions complain of workers falling ill41

• Product has class 4 toxicity rating.39

• Recommended to be used as a disinfectant before reentering the area. Not to be used while occupying 
space.40

• Requires precleaning of the room in order to be effective.39

• Disinfectant must be vacuumed out of the air with Z-vac® equipment to allow safe reentry into the room.39

• Third party testing data on Vital Oxide® shows effectiveness as viricide after 5-10 minutes but does not 
disclose percent reduction or any relevent efficacy data: 
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0079/0085/6375/files/Independent_testing_summary_rev8.pdf?1540.
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SANITIZING FOG
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Utilizes a Prodigy fog machine to vaporize a liquid 
cleaning solution into a particle dispersion.

• Solution contains benzalkonium chloride as the 
active ingredient, deionized water, and proprietary 
ingredients.

• The water vaporizes and disperses, carrying the 
benzalkonium chloride throughout the area to be 
disinfected.

• Prodigy machines require 120-220V, and uses 
1200-1500W.

• Liquid product achieves log 5 reduction of E. Coli 
and S. aureus in 10 minutes (no testing shown for 
vapor efficacy.) 42

• Effective against bacteria and other microbes on 
contact surfaces. (No testing against airborne 
microbes.) 42

• Non-Toxic.42

• Does not leave a residue.42

• FDA Approved.42

• Eliminates odors.42

• Contains Benzalkonium Chloride 0.25%.43
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SANITIZING FOG
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• No label for Atmosclean product in EPA database.  
• The "certificate" on website is titled "Certificate of U.S. FDA Drug Registration," but was not issued by FDA; 

issued by Provision Consulting Group.
•  The "certificate" refers to 305 of the U.S. Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and 

Response Act of 2002, P.L. 107-188 . . . ." - a provision that requires each facility that "manufactures, 
processes, packs, or holds" food to register with the FDA. 42

• Design of study reported on website is inappropriate for evaluating efficacy. Website shows product applied 
as vapor.  Efficacy study: test microbe inoculum placed in test tube containing the liquid product for 10 
minutes.  Method likely exaggerates efficacy - exposes inoculum to higher level of the product vs. application 
as vapor.

• Regular use of products containing antimicrobials such as benzalkonium chloride could leads to the 
development of resistant bacteria in homes and food processing facilities46 (benzalkonium chloride is 
sensitizer dangerous with asthma, eczema)44

• Area of disinfection should be empty in advance 43
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SANITIZING FOG EUROKLEEN ANTYGERM PE

MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Cannot be mixed with other cleaners, back label 
says to preclean with detergent first, then disinfect 
with Eurokleen Antygerm.

• When applied through fumigation devices, the 
product claims to deodorize and disinfect the air 
with mirco-droplets without wetting surfaces.

• The ingredients are in the ministerial list of relative 
cleaning product material that may be found in 
contact with foodstuffs.

• Active on coronavirus family in 10 minutes 
according to the Health Care Infection 
Society-Journal of Hospital Infections 2020.

• Active ingredients are at levels that conform to 
biocide regulations: 528/2012.

• Product causes severe skin burns and eye 
damage.45

• Must avoid breathing in the fumes.45

• Very toxic to aquatic organisms, causes adverse 
long-term effects.45

• Back label says the “avoid rejection into the 
environment” because fog is so toxic. However, 
some fog will dissipate into the environment with 
every use of the product.45

• Requires protective gloves, as well as protective 
eye and face gear.45

• Recommended to be used as a disinfectant before 
reentering the area. Cannot be used while 
occupying the space.45
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SANITIZING FOG EUROKLEEN ANTYGERM PE

PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Product causes severe skin burns and eye damage.45

• Must avoid breathing in the fumes.45

• Very toxic to aquatic organisms, causes adverse long-term effects.45

• Back label says the “avoid rejection into the environment” because fog is so toxic. However, some fog will 
dissipate into the environment with every use of the product.45

• Requires protective gloves, as well as protective eye and face gear.45

• Recommended to be used as a disinfectant before reentering the area. Cannot be used while occupying the 
space.45
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SANITIZING FOG
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Antari Air Guard is a product line featuring 
portable fogger machines which vaporize 
sanitizing fog liquids.1

• AG1500 and AG3000: higher output machines 
which claim to be suitable for larger areas, incl. 
theatres, department stores, large offices.1

• AG20, AG700, AG800: lower output, smaller 
areas1

• Antibacterial fog fluid sold as FLV05 and FLD05; 
consists of water, propylene glycol, glycerol, 
o-Cymen-5-ol, triethylene glycol, pine oil.2

• Fog machine heats tfog solution into a vapor, 
disperses it through the room. Vapor condenses to 
form a fog in the air. This fog contains antibacterial 
chemicals which supposedly inactivate the virus.

• The fog fluid is sold as antibacterial solution.2

• Claims to kill fungi, germs, odors, dust mites.2

• Claim that the disinfectant denatures virus 
proteins, making it incapable of binding to human 
cells.1

• Shelf life of 5 years for sealed fog fluids, and 6 
months once fluid is opened.1

• Active ingredient is o-Cymen-5-ol (isopropyl 
Methylphenol, IPMP) which approved by the 
Taiwan Ministry of Health and Welfare as an 
antibacterial agent. Antari claims it has good 
sterilization ability and can kill a variety of bacteria, 
yeast, fungi and viruses.
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SANITIZING FOG
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Product causes severe skin burns and eye damage.45

• Must avoid breathing in the fumes.45

• Very toxic to aquatic organisms, causes adverse long-term effects.45

• Back label says the “avoid rejection into the environment” because fog is so toxic. However, some fog will 
dissipate into the environment with every use of the product.45

• Requires protective gloves, as well as protective eye and face gear.45

• Recommended to be used as a disinfectant before reentering the area. Cannot be used while occupying the 
space.45
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HARD SURFACE DISINFECTANTS

MODES OF OPERATION PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• List N products have been shown to be effective 
disinfectants on hard surfaces against viruses like the 
COVID-19 virus.

• Most of these disinfectants, such as Clorox brand 
products, rely on quaternary ammonium compounds, 
phenolic, isopropyl alcohol, and ethanol.46

• These chemicals all work by disrupting cell membranes 
and denaturing protein and RNA in the virus. 

• These disinfectants are sprayed or scrubbed onto hard  
surfaces, sometimes diluted with water.

• For most of these disinfectants, the surface needs to be 
cleaned first before spraying on. The disinfectant then can 
take between 3-10 minutes of contact time to be 
effective.46 In many cases, the disinfectant must then be 
wiped off. 

• While most List N disinfectants are not tested against the 
SARS-COV2 virus, the EPA has determined that they are 
effective against surrogate viruses.

• This method only works on hard surfaces. However, 
according to the CDC, coronavirus is spread mainly 
through person-to-person contact and aerosolized 
microdroplets. Although it is possible to contract the virus 
by touching a surface and then touching one's face, this is 
not as likely as the other methods of contraction.47

• According to Emanuel Goldman, a microbiology professor 
at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, “Surface 
transmission of COVID-19 is not justified at all by the 
science”. Rather, he emphasizes the primacy of airborne 
person-to-person transmission.49

• Many of these compounds are very irritating to the skin, 
lungs, and eyes, especially quaternary ammonium 
compounds used in Clorox wipes and sprays.48

• Overuse of these chemicals, especially quaternary 
ammonium is creating disinfectant-resistant microbes that 
are harder to kill.48

• Studies stating to show quaternary ammonium may be 
causing reduced fertility and damaging sperm cells in 
mice.⁴⁸
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FOGGERS
MODES OF OPERATION MANUFACTURER CLAIMS

• Utilizes a 7% hydrogen peroxide solution and a fog 
generating machine to disperse an aerosol fog of 
hydrogen peroxide.

• The hydrogen peroxide settles onto hard surfaces 
and inactivates microbes.

• Machine can be controlled remotely. 

• Claim that the fog can be maintained at a certain 
level by their PulseTM technology. 

• Can monitor devices from an app.

• Monitor the level of hydrogen peroxide in the air 
and alerts user when it is safe for reentry.50

• Registered on the EPA’s N-List.50

• Eliminates odors.50

• Claims to be effective against SARS-CoV-2 on 
hard, non-porous surfaces.50

• Offer custom systems for specific facilities.50
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FOGGERS
PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Not to be used in an occupied space. Treated space must be evacuated.50

• No tests were done directly on SARS-CoV-2. The testing was done on a bacteria, Clostridioides difficile. 
However, exact test procedures were not disclosed.50

• Portable unit is relatively small, can only be used on small to moderately sized rooms and common areas.50

• Only works on hard, non-porous surfaces. Does not kill viruses in the air or on soft surfaces.50

• This unit requires longer dwell time than other disinfectant solutions,.50

• The government exposure limit on hydrogen peroxide is 1.0 ppm (very low use level). It is also labeled as a 
mutagen.18,
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ELECTROSTATICALLY APPLIED DISINFECTANTS

MODES OF OPERATION PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• The EPA has authorized, with certain limitations, the 
use of electrostatic sprayers to apply List N products 
These products have been shown to be effective 
disinfectants on hard surfaces against viruses like 
the4 COVID-19 virus.

• A liquid solution is combined with air and atomized by 
an electrode.

• This produces a positively charged mist that clings to 
objects and surfaces and coats them evenly.

• These sprayers can be handheld units, backpack 
sprayers, or as a machine on a roller cart. Typically, 
they are battery powered.

• Many products require users to employ PPE during 
application. 

• Reduces disinfectant application time by 50%.

• While most List N disinfectants are not tested against 
the SARS-COV2 virus, the EPA has determined that 
they are effective against surrogate viruses.

• This method only works on hard surfaces. However, 
according to the CDC, coronavirus is spread mainly 
through person-to-person contact and aerosolized 
microdroplets. Although possible to contract the virus 
by touching a surface and then one's face, not as 
likely as the other methods of contraction.

• According to Emanuel Goldman, a microbiology 
professor at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, 
“Surface transmission of COVID-19 is not justified at 
all by the science”. Rather, he emphasizes the 
primacy of airborne person-to-person transmission.49

• Rooms are unsafe for reentry until after the treated 
area has been disinfected and the surfaces are dry.51

• This technology is simply a more effective way to 
apply a surface disinfectant, which science has 
already proven to be of minimal significance in 
reducing the spread of coronavirus. 

• This method does not provide protective barrier to 
prevent reinfection of the area, it works only until the 
disinfectant surface is re-contaminated by the actions 
of a contagious person.
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THERMAL MONITORING

MODES OF OPERATION PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

● Marketed as no-contact thermometers and thermal 
imaging systems.

● Sensor focuses infrared rays coming from the body, 
usually the forehead, into a detector called a 
thermopile. The thermopile converts the infrared 
energy to heat and measures the temperature of the 
object.

● Sold in the form of handheld units, cameras, kiosks, 
and phone apps.

● Does not catch asymptomatic people, which is 
estimated to be 40-45% of infected people. In some 
environments this number is much higher. One study 
looked at more than 3,000 prison inmates in four 
states who tested positive for the coronavirus, 96% 
asymptomatic.52

● This only catches those who have a fever, but infected 
people can spread coronavirus to others 2-3 days 
before having a fever and they are the most 
contagious 1-2 days prior to showing symptoms.53

● Given the above problems, this technology is mostly 
just a false sense of security.54

● During summer months, temperatures naturally run 
higher. Also, some people have naturally higher body 
temperatures.

● World Health Organization declared temperature 
screening may not be very effective on its own.54
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SOCIAL DISTANCING: INDOORS

MODES OF OPERATION PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• The CDC released guidelines to standardize social 
distancing practices.55

• Guidelines include staying 6 ft apart, wearing a mask 
at all times and avoiding touching of the face.⁵⁵

• Guidelines also indicate keeping at least 6 ft distance 
on public transportation.⁵⁵

• Limit shopping to online, drive-thru, curbside pickup, 
and delivery. Only visiting stores for essentials when 
necessary.⁵⁵

• Staying 6 ft apart is simply impossible in many indoor 
settings, including barber shops, nail salons, public 
transportation. 

• Closure of schools disproportionately impacts low 
income children. Some schools report less than half of 
students participating in online learning.56

• The standard distancing is 6 ft but virus particles may 
travel farther, up to 8 meters (26 ft.)57

• When people are in an enclosed space for a long 
period, the viral load will build and disperse through 
the space. One experimental study found coronavirus 
active in the air after 3 hours.58

• Social distancing effectiveness is questionable. In 
America, in winter people in the north were indoors 
more so, than people in the south and experienced a 
more severe outbreak. Now in summer, people in the 
north are migrating outdoors while the south is staying 
indoors to beat the heat and the infection rate is more 
severe in the south.
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SOCIAL DISTANCING: OUTDOORS

MODES OF OPERATION PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• Avoid crowded areas.⁵⁵

• Quarantine for 2 weeks if traveling out of state.⁵⁵

• Restricted travel between states and countries.⁵⁵

• Closure/restricted use of of parks and recreation 
areas.⁵⁵

• Bring all your own supplies, limit stops for food and 
drink.⁵⁵

• Travel restrictions and quarantining is a major 
inconvenience and is not a feasible long-term solution. 

• Humans are social creatures and can only limit 
physical contact for so long. A Brigham Young Study 
showed that “people with weaker social ties had a 
50% increased likelihood of dying early than those 
with stronger ones. Being disconnected, she showed, 
posed danger comparable to smoking 15 cigarettes a 
day, and was more predictive of early death than the 
effects of air pollution or physical inactivity”.59

• Urban/metropolitan areas such as Manhattan have 
very little opportunity for outdoor social distancing.
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FACEMASKS
MODES OF OPERATION PRODUCT DRAWBACKS

• When people exhale, they breathe out hundreds of 
respiratory droplets between 20-500 µm.

• These respiratory droplets may contain viruses, such 
as the coronavirus, and travel through the air.

• Researchers predicted that 80% of the population 
wearing masks would do more to reduce COVID-19 
spread than a strict lockdown.60

• Masks can create a complete - or near-complete - 
seal on the sides of the face.

• Efficacy relies on everyone wearing their mask and 
wearing their mask properly. While masks are an 
essential tool to slow the spread of the virus, there is 
just too much human error and voluntary compliance 
to rely on 80% of people to wearing a mask.59

• Masks do not fully prevent the wearer from becoming 
infected by someone else.61

• Some areas and health care settings have 
experienced face mask shortages. This will only get 
worse as coronavirus spreads.61

• Not everyone can wear a mask.
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